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It’s a new era in bowling. Gone are the days of knocking pins 
and sinking a few quarters in an old arcade game. Bowling has 
merged with traditional family entertainment attractions to 
create an exciting new model, and customers are flocking to 
these bowling FECs that combine the excitement of the sport 
with the diversity of multi-attraction entertainment centers. And 
the trend is only growing.

Managing business flow and maximizing profitability in this 
new arrangement can be a complex task. Modern facilities are 
adding cashless arcade game systems and party scheduling to 
increase profits—on top of an existing scoring system, which 
links to point-of-sale—with still another system for restaurant 
management. And as more profit centers are added, the more 
tangled this patchwork web of systems becomes.

The Bold New World of Bowling

Unravel the Tangled Web
It’s easy to see how assembling a web of non-native business systems can 
rob your efficiency and profitability. Having such a loose integration means 
that the systems share only the bare minimum of information required to 
complete simple jobs, with no consideration for unified reporting, data 
mining for marketing outreach, or even the convenience of being able to 
accomplish any task from any POS station.
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There was a time when working around 
multiple systems was a fact of life for 
bowling FECs. But today, holding onto 
those old ways can add up to a fortune in 
lost time, efficiency and profits. The need 
for integration in your facility’s business 
management system is essential to your 
success in the modern bowling industry.

Total integration 
increases efficiency and 
customer service and 
allows businesses to 
become more profitable.
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The solution to making bowling FECs more efficient and profitable 
is easier than you think. Imagine having every profit center 
integrated under a single, comprehensive system that unifies POS 
with the facility’s food & beverage, party center, arcade and other 
attractions—and even sells and assigns bowling lanes in your native 
scoring system.

Ideal N-Site is the only Point of Sale system that integrates all profit 
centers in your bowling FEC in one seamless solution to make 
business more efficient and more profitable. Full integration—with 
one login, one common set of reports, one common customer 
database and one cash system—means a decrease in labor costs, 
quicker service to customers and comprehensive reports to the 
owner, anytime.

One seamless system
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Ideal N-Site 
Mobile gives you 
instant reports 
on your business 
performance, 
anywhere, 
anytime.
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Party Scheduling
Party hosting is a key growth area for bowling FECs. There is simply 
no better place to celebrate birthdays and milestones than an 
entertainment center that brings together so many activities and 
amenities in one place. That’s why the Ideal POS system is the perfect 
partner for party scheduling.

The Ideal POS system makes scheduling easy and intuitive for you 
and your customers, with seamless online reservation booking that 
pulls from the same capacity as your on-site bookings. The system 
knows the exact availability, in real time, so you never double-book 
your events. Your customers can pre-order food and beverage and 
party favors online in advance, which saves time on planning and 
staffing and helps you dial in your exact labor needs while being fully 
prepared the moment they arrive.

Point of Sale is the heart and brain 
that links together your bowling 
FEC’s profit centers. The Ideal POS 
integrates with your bowling system 
to sell and assign lanes, and serves 
as the central hub that enables all 
other selling opportunities. It lets your 
cashless system add and subtract value 
from a debit card. It tells your party 
scheduler which times are available, 
and when you’ve reached the capacity 
limit. It can even send detailed food 
orders to your restaurant or snack 
bar. All financial transactions are done 
natively within our suite, without 
passing through systems that don’t 
speak the same language. There are no 

It All Begins at POS

limitations on how you start bowling 
lanes, and no time-draining hoops to 
navigate.

And because POS is where most 
of your transactions take place, it’s 
also the hub of immense data that 
can be compiled and analyzed in 
ways to make your business more 
profitable—like knowing how your 
arcade games perform, or the ebb and 
flow of business through any profit 
center in your facility, 24/7. You can 
even create customer profiles that can 
be extended into loyalty programs 
and marketing opportunities to build 
return business.
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Cashless is the Key
Cashless systems are essential to creating an 
integrated customer experience and spurring 
business. Customers who use debit-style cards 
typically spend 15% more because cards give 
them the key to your entire facility—not just 
the handful of attractions they came to play.

Ideal makes going cashless easy and 
convenient for all. You can combine value from 
multiple cards, sell entitlements such as mini 

The Ideal POS system puts you in control with an unlimited number 
of screens that you can use to customize the ordering process to 
fit your facility. You have total control over checks, with powerful 
management functions such as tabs for managing parties throughout 
the facility, plus the ability to split and combine checks and reassign 
items, seats and tables. 

And because it’s all native, a restaurant server can add value to a 
customer’s cashless card, schedule a party or access any other profit 
center with a single touch.

Total 
Restaurant

golf and laser tag for birthday party groups, or 
offer time play for go-karts. 

The flexibility of our cashless system lets you 
maximize play and profits by adjusting prices 
to pull more customers at off-peak times, 
and max out on peaks such as Friday night. 
And with the Ideal POS system, you can build 
customer programs around cashless cards that 
drive customer behavior and encourage loyalty.

From snack bars to table-service dining, there’s no 
need to rely on a separate POS for your food and 
beverage services—the Ideal system is uniquely 
capable of handling everything from table assignment 
and kitchen display to deep features such as menu 
building, food inventory management and hold-and-
fire order submitting, all with detailed reporting.

The Ideal Flash Reader 
IR is the ultimate card 
system, with 65,000 
colors, full-motion video 
and sound to create 
a 360-degree guest 
experience.
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Comprehensive Point of Sale system
Extensive reporting of deep analytics
Customer data for marketing outreach
Cash controls, inventory & invoicing

Log into N-Site Mobile from any smart phone 
for instant access to business reports and 
metrics in real time, any time
Export data to accounting & payroll software
Manage labor costs

Familiar, user-friendly drop-down grid
Accept deposits and tax-exempt groups
Customize guest experience
Automatic email confirmations

Built-in features for group events like 
customer contracts

PCI compliant credit card payments

Cascading allows user to build multiple events 
within a party booking

Discover what the POS that does it all 
can do for your bowling FEC.
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Color-coded table statuses (busy, open)

Recipe building with conversions to facilitate 
ordering, audits and inventory

Shared server stations with individual drawer 
accountability
Split tabs, combine checks & other functions

Accommodates quick-serve, table-service or 
tab-style food and beverage

Customizable, user-friendly interface

Sell entitlements and time play from 
anywhere
Self-service kiosks minimize resources
Get real-time data on game performance

Wireless reader with four-way scan, blinking 
lights and full-color video display

Build customer loyalty programs and explore 
marketing opportunities

Lower price sensitivity encourages customers 
to spend more at your facility

Contact us at 800-96-IDEAL or fecsales@idealss.com 
today to learn more.

Ideal Cashless System

Ideal N-Site POS Ideal Party Scheduling

Ideal Restaurant System


